In the previous paper, we established an elementary bound for numbers of points of surfaces in the projective 3-space over F q . In this paper, we give the complete list of surfaces that attain the elementary bound. Precisely those surfaces are the hyperbolic surface, the nonsingular Hermitian surface, and the surface of minimum degree containing all F q -points of the 3-space.
Introduction
Let S be a surface of degree d in P 3 over F q without F q -plane components, and N q (S) the number of F q -points of S. In the previous paper [8] , we established the elementary bound for N q (S):
and also gave three examples of surfaces that achieve the upper bound (1) . The goal of this paper is to show that only those three are examples of such surfaces.
Theorem For a surface S in P 3 over F q without F q -plane components, if equality holds in (1) , then the degree d of S is either 2 or √ q + 1 (when q is a square) or q + 1. Furthermore, the surface S is projectively equivalent to one of the following surfaces over F q :
(ii) X Notation For an algebraic set X defined by equations over F q in a projective space, the set of F q -points of X is denoted by X(F q ), and the cardinality of X(F q ) by N q (X). The symbol θ q (r) denotes N q (P r ), and we understand θ q (0) = 1. The set of F q -planes of P 3 is denoted byP 3 (F q ). For an
When Y is a finite set, # Y denotes the cardinality of Y . When M is a matrix, t M denotes the transposed matrix of M .
2 Review of some results in our previous works
Plane curves
To investigate plane sections of S, we need some results on plane curves.
Proposition 2.1 (Sziklai bound) Let C be a curve of degree d in P 2 over F q without F q -line components. Then
unless C is the curve over F 4 defined by
with a certain choice of coordinates X, Y, Z of P 2 . For the exceptional case, the number of F 4 -points is 14.
Proof. The proof is spreaded over three papers [3, 4, 5] .
Note that the bound (2) makes sense only for d ≤ q+2
Lemma 2.2 The curve (3) has 7 bitangent lines, and those lines are defined over F 2 , in particular they are also Although the classification of curves that attain the Sziklai bound is still under way [6, 7] , several properties of such curves are known. In the next lemma, Sing C denotes the set of singular points of C. Lemma 2.3 Let C be a plane curve of degree d over F q without F q -line components such that N q (C) = (d−1)q+1. Then C is absolutely irreducible and Sing C ∩C(
Proof. For the first part of the assertion, see [4, §2] . The Hasse-Weil bound for a plane curve which may have singularities holds in the following form [1, Corollary 2.5], [10, Corollary 2] : for an absolutely irreducible plane curve C of degree d over
The bound (4) is better than (2) if 2
Space surfaces
Since the right-hand side of the inequality (1) is bigger than
From now on, we keep the following situation.
Setting 2.4 Let d be an integer with 2 ≤ d ≤ q + 1, and S a surface of degree
Under this setting, we already observed several properties of lines on S in Since d ≥ 2, the plane on which Z lies and the vertex of Z are defined over F q . For the surface S in Setting 2.4, let
Lemma 2.6 Let l be an F q -line on the surface S in Setting 2.4.
Proof. See [9, Lemma 3.6].
Lemma 2.7 Let S be the surface in Setting 2.4, and H an F q -plane such that S ∩ H is a planar F q -pencil of degree d. If an F q -line l on S goes through the vertex v S∩H , then l lies on H, and so it is a component of S ∩ H.
Proof. See [9, Lemma 3.7] .
Lemma 2.8 Let S be the surface in Setting 2.4, and P ∈ S(F q ). Then there is an F q -plane H containing P such that S ∩ H is a planar F q -pencil with v S∩H = P .
Proof. See [9, Corollary 3.8].
Corollary 2.9 Let S be the surface in Setting 2.4. There is a natural bijection between S(F q ) and the set Z S by
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, this map is surjective. The injectivity comes from Lemma 2.7. ✷
Possible degrees
The next proposition is a generalization of [9, Proposition 4.1] to any degree d.
Furthermore, for i = 1 and 2, let ν i denote the number of F q -planes such that their sections on S have the property (i) above. Then ν 1 = N q (S) and ν 2 = θ q (3) − N q (S).
Proof. If S ∩ H contains an F q -line, then it is a planar F q -pencil of degree d by Lemma 2.6. When S ∩ H does not contain any F q -line, N q (S ∩ H) ≤ (d − 1)q + 1 by the Sziklai bound, except for the case d = q = 4. But even this case, Sziklai's inequality holds under Setting 2.4. In fact, suppose d = q = 4 and S ∩ H 0 were defined by (3) . Then counting the number of F q -points of S by using a bitangent l to S ∩ H 0 in Lemma 2.2, we would have
Consider the correspondence
together with projections π 1 : A → S(F q ) and π 2 : A →P 3 (F q ). Counting # A by using π 1 , we have
Recall
Then # Z S = N q (S) by Corollary 2.9. Hence counting # A by using π 2 , we have
Taking account of (5), we know that equality holds in ( * ), which means that
Proof. For a given F q -line l, the set {H ∈ Z S | H ⊃ l} is denoted by Z(l), that is, Proof.
Hence there is an F q -plane H such that S ∩ H has no F q -line components and N q (S ∩ H) = (d − 1)q + 1 by Proposition 3.1. Put C = S ∩ H. By Lemma 2.3, C is absolutely irreducible and Sing C ∩ C(F q ) = ∅.
Let l be an F q -line in H. Then # (l ∩ C(F q )) = 0 or 1 or d or q + 1 by Proposition 3.2, however # (l ∩ C(F q )) = q + 1 never occur because C has no F q -line components and d < q + 1.
For each i = 0 or 1 or d, let
Furthermore # (l ∩ C(F q )) = 1 if and only if l is the tangent line at an F q -point. In fact, the "if" part is obvious by the possible values of # (l ∩ C(F q )). We see the "only if" part of this claim. Let P 0 be the F q -point of l ∩ C(F q ). Suppose l is not the tangent line
Let m 1 , . . . , m q−1 be the F q -lines passing through P 0 other than l or
whereP 2 (F q ) is the set of F q -lines that are contained in H = P 2 . Let p 1 : P → C(F q ) and p 2 : P →P 2 (F q ) be projections. Since any F q -line l on H passing through P ∈ C(F q ) except the tangent line
Hence, 
Uniqueness
As we saw in the previous section, the possible degrees of surfaces in Setting 2.4 are 2, √ q + 1 and q + 1.
d = 2
This case is classical [2] . Only hyperbolic quadric surfaces have (q + 1) 2 points over F q , and they are projectively equivalent to each other over F q .
d
This case has been discussed in [9] .
The number (d − 1)q 2 + dq + 1 for d = q + 1 is exactly θ q (3). This case was already handled by Tallini [11] in a little more general context. Proposition 4.1 Let S be a surface of degree q + 1 in P 3 over F q without F q -plane components. If S(F q ) = P 3 (F q ), then S is projectively equivalent to the surface
Proof. In P 3 with homogeneous coordinates X 0 , . . . , X 3 , the ideal of the algebraic set P 3 (F q ) is generated by where A is an alternating matrix over F q . When q is a power of 2, we understand an alternating matrix over F q to be a symmetric matrix whose diagonals are 0. By the standard argument of linear algebra, we can find a nonsingular matrix G over F q such that t GAG is either
Note that since all entries of G = (g ij ) are in F q , the matrix G (q) = (g q ij ) coincides with G. Therefore after changing coordinates by G, we get an equation of S as
2 X 3 = 0, but the former splits into q + 1 F q -linear polynomials. Hence only the latter case occurs.
✷
